From the southern tip to the north of the peninsula, Dalmatia is perhaps the best known region of Croatia. Described as paradise on earth by George Bernard Shaw, and famously christened the ‘pearl of the Adriatic’ by Lord Byron, Dubrovnik has much to offer. This historic UNESCO World Heritage site has influences ranging from Venetian and Spanish to Roman and Genoese.

Exploring some of the 1,000 islands is not to be missed. Go biking on lavender carpeted Hvar, explore hidden beaches of the Elaphite Islands, take a boat to the beautiful National Park on Mljet, and continue on to the Peljesac peninsula, to taste its famed oysters. It is also possible to sail to the island of Korcula, rumored birthplace of Marco Polo.

Split is Croatia’s second largest city after the capital, Zagreb. Its historic heart is dominated by the Diocletian Palace Complex, built by the Roman emperor Diocletian, who thought the Bay of Split was one of the most beautiful spots in the world. A few miles to the north is Trogir, another UNESCO jewel with facades ranging from Romanesque to Renaissance and Baroque.

The Romans called the region of Istria terra magica (magical land) and today you can feel the strong Italian influences in the architecture and food. Truffles and pasta are a focus on many menus, and Istria is considered to be the foodie center of Croatia. One of the highlights of Istria is the town of Rovinj where Venetian influences abound.
Hit the Road and let us be your copilot!

Croatia is the perfect destination to combine history and culture with food and wine. With a warm Mediterranean climate, and even warmer people, it is one of our favorite destinations. From Istria to Dalmatia and the 1,000 islands in between, there is something to suit all tastes in this wonderful country.

Let us make your trip Extraordinary

Let us introduce you to the artisan olive oil producer, the passionate winemaker, the best seafood restaurant, the seasoned truffle hunter. Our Extraordinary Experiences are different and unusual. We can offer insider access that gives your trip a wow factor.

Our knowledge is hard to match – from the personally vetted restaurant to the very best hand-selected guides; we offer incredible value and completely customized trip planning.

www.exeterinternational.com/extraordinary-experiences

What’s New?

Hotel Park Split
The Hotel Park is perfectly positioned steps away from the historic heart of Split. Completely refurbished, the hotel combines city boutique with a resort feel.

Crystal Esprit
One of the most anticipated new ships of 2016, Crystal Esprit, is now crossing the waters of the Adriatic. We have designed pre and post-cruise tours, the perfect opportunity to explore the region in more depth.
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You can extend your stay in Croatia and combine it with Venice, Ljubljana, Montenegro, Bosnia, and Serbia.

Venice needs no introduction! Ljubljana is the hidden jewel of the region – the capital of Slovenia with an alpine feel. Montenegro has 45 miles of Adriatic coastline and is home to some of the region’s finest hotels. Bosnia and Serbia are vibrant emerging nations full of the history of their past empires.

www.exeterinternational.com/croatia
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or call our experts 800.633.1008 or 813.251.5355